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Abstract-In this paper, we describe the architecture and implementation of 3D multiprocessor with 3D NoC. The 2 tiers design is based on 16 processors communicating using a 4x2 mesh NoC and will be fabricated using Tezzaron technology with 130 nm Global Foundaries low power standard library. Due to the limitation when investigating NoC performance using simulation, the purpose of this work is to accurately measure NoC performances in real 3D chip when running mobile multimedia applications to evaluate the impact of 3D architecture compared to 2D.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As moving to sub-20 nm CMOS poses great design and manufacturing challenges, 3D integration is seen as an alternative to increase transistor density for complex applications to meet high performance demand without facing many problems as seen by scaling CMOS. By stacking dies or wafers, we can increase the performance because overall wirelength is reduced and so is power consumption. Stacking multiple dies will also reduce the total footprint of a chip making it very suitable for mobile devices. However, several challenges such as thermal and testing of 3D architectures need to be overcome before 3D technology can be implemented in consumer devices [1].

II. RELATED WORK

Many issues in 2D NoC architecture and design have been studied for the past several years such as design flow, implementation evaluation and design space exploration [2] [3] [4] [5]. However, 3D NoC architectural evaluation is limited as the technology is still under active research many organizations. In [6], they reported 3D NoC performance evaluation for data parallel of H.264 design experimenting with cycle accurate simulator, showing improvement of about 34% over 2D architecture. Apart from that, design of asynchronous 3D NoC router also has been proposed to reduce TSV numbers using serializing method while providing higher speed inter-die packet transfers [7].

Despite performance evaluation of 3D architecture have been conducted using simulation [8] [9] [10], there is still a need for real 3D architecture implementation to accurately measure the performance as well as to validate the simulation results. Several 3D architectures have been designed and fabricated previously. T. Zhang et al developed a SoC architecture in 3D for H.264 application using Tezzaron technology [11]. Healy et al fabricated a multiprocessor architecture consisting of 64 cores with instruction memory in one layer and a total of 256 KB SRAM memory in another one layer. Buffer based architecture is used for inter processor communication [12]. Van Der Plas et al, Loi et al and Mineo et al have also demonstrated 3D architecture focusing on NoC architecture [13] [14] [15]. Their work focused on demonstrating the TSV for inter die signalling and TSV characterization which is not the aim in this work.

Our objective is to design a 3D multiprocessor chip with 3D NoC architecture on 2 tiers and to measure the performances when running applications primarily for evaluating NoC communication in real 3D architecture. This is also done to validate the simulation of parallel applications in 3D NoC architecture. The design will be sent for fabricated using Tezzaron 2 tiers face to face stacking technology through CMP [16].

III. ROUTER ARCHITECTURE

The input buffered-based router architecture is shown in Fig. 1. It has 4 neighbouring ports, one vertical port for connecting to another tier and one local port to the processor through network interface unit which has a total area of 0.185 mm² from synthesis estimation. Each input/output port has 35 bits data flits and 2 bits control signals for packet transfer between routers. Normal handshake protocol is used for router to router communication and router to network interface communication. The network interface architecture shown in Fig. 2, connects processor to router through a FIFO port and has an area of 0.062 mm². Based on data address and number of words to be included in the packet, the network interface will access the processors data memory to process data blocks through DMA. Each network interface unit connects to processor through 2 FSL ports (FIFO); one master FSL for writing data to be transferred and the other one slave FSL for reading synchronization flags from other processors. The synchronization FIFO has 16 words (one words per processors) and 5 bits wide. There
is one 11 bits counter in the network interface unit for measuring packets travel timing. The timing information is included in the header flit attached when the packets enter the network as shown in Fig. 3 and is processed when the packets arrive at the destination network interface. Both the network interface and router can be run at 300 MHz maximum frequency.

Each input port has one buffer built using 16 words FIFO based dual port RAM architecture to support a maximum of 16 data blocks transfer. As XY routing is deadlock free and we do not implement priority packets transfer, the virtual channel implementation is not useful. We use round robin arbitration for output port selection when there is more than one input requesting the same output route. Wormhole switching method is used for packet transfer in the NoC because it does not require large buffer and has lower latency. For the routing, deterministic coordinate based routing is implemented using XYZ coordinate where each packet will travel first in the X direction followed by Y direction and finally through Z direction (vertical). We use multiplexer based crossbar because it uses less area as well as less power compared with matrix crossbar. Each router has vertical port for connection to other router in the top tier using microbumps.

**Fig. 1. Router architecture**

**Fig. 2. Network interface architecture**

**Fig. 3. Packet format for the NoC**

**Fig. 4. Openfire processor architecture**

IV. PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

We use an open source processor for our implementation which is readily available without spending much time to develop a new processor. The Openfire processor as shown in Fig. 4, is downloaded from Opencores.org [17]. It is a Microblaze clone which supports Microblaze ISA and compiler tool chain. It supports hardware multiplier only. Although there are other open source synthesizable Microblaze clones available, we choose Openfire because it has FSL ports (FIFO ports) that we need for simple data and synchronization communication between processors and NoC rather than using more complex interface such OCP and AXI which require complex logic. The Openfire processor is a simple processor developed initially for configurable processor research [18]. Thus, because of its simplicity, it will not require a large area and thus can be used to develop any small application for testing the NoC in 3D architecture. We use only 4 KB for instruction and 4 KB for data memory in order to limit the die area. These memories are generated using Artisan memory compiler. The processor can be run at 100 MHz at maximum frequency and has an area of 0.158 mm².

V. 3D 2 TIER 16P MULTICORE

Our architecture as shown in Fig. 6 consists of two face to face tiers. Each tier has 8 processors connected using 4x2 NoC using a mesh network. Connection in each tile block in shown in Fig. 7. Connection between tiers is achieved using vertical ports of each router. Total tier to tier connection is 594 connections (35 bits flit data + 2 tx/rx signals + 2 JTAG signals for one direction vertical port router) for all 8 routers
in one tier in two directions. Connections are made with 594 microbumps connecting the two face to face tiers from the total of about half million available vertical connection. The microbumps are created from metal 6 layer of both tiers.

Synchronization between processors is implemented using FSL linked to the NoC. Processors communicate together through their data memory. A processor will synchronize before accessing its data memory by waiting for a tag word in its FSL sent by the writer processor. This is a simple synchronization hardware implementation in order to reduce die area.

In overall, our design fit into 5.2 mm x 5.2 mm die area for each tier. Network interface units use 15.39% of total area while 3D router and processors use 45.5% and 38.86% respectively. Target frequency for functional operation is 166 MHz (6 ns clock) and 10 MHz for test operation. The layout of bottom tier is shown in Fig. 8, which is not much different from the top tier (without JTAG controller block).

We use an IEEE 1149.1 JTAG port for off chip interface. The JTAG controller is located at the bottom die and connected to outside chip using TSV under the I/O pad. Loading instruction and data memory for each processor is also using the JTAG port. Also the data memory of one processor (id 0) is connected outside in order to have fast access to results and be able to provide new input data.

The TSV technology from Tezzaron called FaStack is used here only for I/O pads made from Tungsten. It has 1.2 um diameter, 5 um pitch and 6 um depth. The two tier 3D stacking method is based on wafer to wafer bonding with via first approach shown in Fig. 5. TSV liner is using Silicon Oxide to insulate from Silicon substrate. The wafer is bonded before thinning and thus there is no wafer handling required.

The design flow for 3D architecture design is based on 2D EDA tools as shown in Fig. 9. The important step is specification where we decide the components for each tier. In this design partitioning method is easy as we have the same architecture for both tiers except for the JTAG controller block. Each tier can be synthesized and placed and routed separately and thus can be done in parallel. During floorplanning stage, we need to capture the location of microbumps for inter tier connection such that we could connect the same signal to the same bump on the other tier with mirroring. This microbumps location also has to honour for power ground wires. Once the designs have been routed, we can integrate them in the Virtuoso environment for signoff 3D DRC and 3D LVS before submit to the foundry. Timing analysis for post synthesis and post-layout is done using Synopsys PrimeTime. As the inter-die delay is very small (microbumps delay), we can have early estimation of the 3D architecture performance after the synthesis of both tiers.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have described the architecture of two tiers 3D multiprocessor with NoC architecture consists of 16 processors using 4x2x2 mesh NoC architecture which will be sent for fabrication through CMP. The NoC architecture supports block data transfers for large data communication between processors. Initial experiment to evaluate performance of parallel applications in 3D NoC is being carried out and real measurements or the applications can be obtained after the chip is fabricated.
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Fig. 8. Bottom tier routed layout

Fig. 9. Design flow
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